
   
bareMinerals® The Art of Buffing Brush Collection  
Retail Price: $49 

 Value Price: $81 
 
What is it?                                        

 Buffing Beauty 
This limited-edition set comes cased in a chic bronzed pewter brush clutch with a magnetic snap  
closure and brush holder that loops to securely hold brushes in place while traveling. Enclosed are five  
professional-quality buffing brushes to create a range of custom looks with 100% pure bareMinerals.  
From seamlessly applying eyecolor to buffing blush, each brush in this collection is used to help  
shape and shade every contour of the face for the most natural, flawless application. 

 
bareMinerals The Art of Buffing Brush Collection Details: 

 Launches October 2008 in all channels 
 Limited edition brushes 

 
 Features and Benefits: 

October 2008 

 Designed specifically for bareMinerals “Swirl, Tap, Buff” application 
 Provide the most natural, flawless application 
 Only the finest quality of hairs are used  
 Tapers are perfectly sized for each application use, from broad, all-over face to fine detailing 
 Provide a range of sheer-to-full coverage options 

  
 6-piece limited edition custom-colored bareMinerals The Art of Buffing Brush Collection contains:  

 Handy Buki Brush -The extended handle on this full, plush brush provides a fast and  
perfectly controlled application of bareMinerals all over and precise application around the  
eyes and nose. With its full, firm small brush head, it provides full, precise application to fine  
features on the face. 

 Angled Blush Brush - This small, light-to-medium coverage, angled brush has soft-tapered  
 bristles that fit perfectly in cheek contours for defined cheekbones with bareMinerals  

Blush or All-Over Face Color. 
 Tapered Shadow Brush - This versatile, tightly tapered, dome-shaped brush doubles as  

both a contour eyeshadow brush and eyeliner brush.  Perfectly apply color to small areas like  
the lid, or use the tip to expertly buff liner shadow along the lash line. 

 Crease Defining Brush – This soft, long-tapered, medium-textured brush is perfect for buffing  
 back and forth in the crease contour for definition and also allows precision application. Allows 
 more freedom of mobility to buff from any angle.   
 Slanted Liner Brush - Our tight, finely-pointed Eyeliner Brush with a bent-tip allows liner  

shadow to be applied more easily than ever. All you need to do to create a precise line is hold  
it horizontally and follow the natural curve of your lash line. Can be used wet or dry to achieve  
multiple effects. 

 Bronzed Pewter Brush Clutch - Great to hold your favorite Bare Escentuals tools or as an  
accessory for a night out on the town.  

 
 
  Great products to link with the Art of Buffing Brush Collection: 
 

             bareMinerals Makeup Case                                 Pure Pleasures                                  Open Stock bareMinerals products
     
    


